Finding the most effective Grass Seed Blends for erosion control

O

wing to their extensive root systems, grasses
can serve as an effective natural erosion control
by creating underground infrastructures that lock-in
soil while allowing water to easily flow through.
Grass seed is also a popular choice for erosion
control because of its above-ground benefits, with
its ability to help beautify landscapes.

grow to 12-18 inches high, which gives it a ‘meadow’
effect. Suitable for sun or shade, this blend has broad
geographical adaptation from deserts through
northern climates with excellent cold tolerance.
Pacific Meadow is designed to be irrigated, but it
requires less water than other fescues and is TWCA
certified.

If you are interested in using grass for erosion
control, it’s important to make sure you choose the
right seed for your unique soil and climate conditions. Therefore, Stover Seed offers six grass seed
blends that cover a diverse array of environmental
compatibilities. These six blends are described below
to help you find the perfect seed mixture for your
environmental requirements.

Hillside Erosion Control Mix ™ is like Pacific
Meadow in that it contains fine-textured grasses that
germinate quickly and serve as attractive slope or
ground cover for erosion control. With its wiry look,
this blend similarly can create a ‘meadow’ effect
when left unmowed, with blades that can reach 15
inches high.

PACIFIC MEADOW™ - Fine Fescue Mixture contains
an elite blend of three types of fine fescues (Hard,
Chewings, and
Creeping Red) that
germinate quickly
and offer excellent
erosion control
for ground cover
or slopes. These
fine-textured grasses feature long,
slender blades
with gray-green or
blue-green coloring,
creating an appealing look.
If left unmowed,
these grasses can

The aesthetic appeal of the deep green hue of these
grasses is further supplemented by the addition of
wildflower seeds. Hillside Erosion thrives best when
planted in cooler
areas with adequately
drained soils, though
it can sustain in both
hot or cool (and
shady) environments.
This blend is tolerant
of soils with slightly
acidic or saline soil
conditions.

PACIFIC MEADOW™ - Fine Fescue Mixture

Dryland Erosion ™
features quick-establishing annual and
perennial grasses and
legumes that can be
reseeded year after
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year. This blend was specifically designed to be used
in non-irrigated situations
where fast erosion control
is needed and can further
be used to supplement land
pasture or help with soil
conservation. With its two
varieties of legumes, Dryland
Erosion naturally adds nitrogen into the soil — making it
adaptable to poor soil conditions, including soil with high
acid and alkali levels.

California Horse Trail
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When mowed, the grasses
produce a fine-bladed turf
that is attractive and resistant to moderate traffic,
making it perfect as a low
maintenance turf for lawns
or as ground cover on flat
or sloped areas for erosion
control. Like Pacific Meadow
and Hillside Erosion Control,
the California Native Grass
Mix thrives in full sun to light
shade conditions.

California Horse Trail is
Wildfire Seed Mix #1
comprised of annuals and
contains fast-establishperennial plants that reseed
ing reseeding grasses and
and develop into useful and
legumes that feature superb
attractive natural covers. Like
soil-stabilizing and soil-bindCalifornia Native Grass Mix,
ing properties, like Dryland
this blend features native
Erosion. Wildfire Seed Mix
California grass seeds. Yet,
differs from Dryland in that it
California Horse trail further
contains mostly annual seeds
features California wildflowand additional wildflower
ers and shrubs, making it a
seeds. The blend’s quick
popular choice for reseeding
California Native Grass Mix™
establishment is ideal to
trail areas. Like other blends,
reduce erosion on soil recentthe California Horse Trail
ly devastated by fire. Whether it be in the forest, at a
mixture easily establishes, and features long bloom
construction site, or on a roadside — this seed blend is
periods. Shrubs in the mixture take longer to establish
proficient at rehabilitating scorched soil and preventbut provide permanent longevity.
ing further erosion.
Hopefully this overview of Stover Seed’s erosion control
California Native Grass Mix ™ is a mixture of native
grass seed blends gives you a broad understanding of
California grasses, including fine-textured annuals and
what grass seed might be right for your erosion control
perennials that establish quickly and live long. This
application. To obtain more information about seeding
grass mix features the official state grass of California,
rates, establishment, and plant care, you can check out
Purple Needlegrass (Nasella pulchra). If left unmowed
our specification sheets here. Or, if you want to talk
the grasses develop into a mature stand with beautiful
with our experts about how you can create your own
seed heads, some in purple colors.
custom blend, send us a message here.
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